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Chirality  in materials  and  light  is  of  abiding  interest  across  a broad  range  of  scientiﬁc  disciplines.  This
article  discusses  present  and  emerging  issues  in relation  to molecular  and  optical  chirality,  also  includ-
ing  some  important  developments  in  chiral  metamaterials.  Quantifying  the  chirality  of matter  or  light
leads  to issues  concerning  the most  appropriate  measures,  such  as  a helicity  parameter  for  speciﬁc  chiral
chromophores  and  technical  measures  of light  chirality.  An  optical  helicity  and chirality  density  depend
on  a difference  between  the  numbers  of left-  and  right-handed  photons  in  a beam.  In  connection  with
circularly  polarised  luminescence,  adoption  of  the  Stokes  parameter  to spontaneous  emission  from  chi-
ral molecules  invites  critical  attention.  Modern  spectroscopic  techniques  are  often  based  on  the  different
response  arising  from  left-handed  circularly  polarised  light  compared  to right-handed  light. This  dissim-
ilarity  can  be  exploited  as a foundation  for  the  separation  of  chiral  molecules,  promising  new  avenues  of
application.
© 2015  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V.. Introduction
The properties of chiral molecules have interested scientists
or over 150 years, ever since the discovery by Pasteur that there
re two forms of tartaric acid [1]. Chiral molecules comprise
on-superimposable mirror-image forms, each enantiomer readily
dentiﬁable by its rotation of linearly polarised light, in opposite
irections for each conformer. In the natural world, many bioac-
ive molecules are homochiral, one enantiomer predominating for
easons whose origin remains debatable, and which some claim as
he basis for life [2–5]. Typically the two enantiomers behave as if
hysically identical, for example in NMR  and IR spectroscopy, but
hey interact differently with other biological material or synthetic
ompounds of chiral form. Similar principles apply to materials
hat are structured on a mesoscopic scale, where a relatively new
eld of endeavour has arisen in the construction of metamaterials
hat can also exhibit chirality through larger, nano- or micro-scale
rchitectures [6].
Since the receptors in human biology mostly consist of chiral
olecules, drug action mostly involves a speciﬁed enantiomeric
orm. This has spurred the development, especially in the phar-Please cite this article in press as: D.S. Bradshaw, et al., Chem. Phys. Le
aceutical industry, of a host of techniques to secure enantiopure
roducts. Such methods, mostly multi-step and time-consuming,
an typically be cast in one of two distinct categories: synthetic
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: d.l.andrews@uea.ac.uk (D.L. Andrews).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2015.02.051
009-2614/© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.mechanisms designed to produce a single stereoisomer, or sepa-
ration techniques to isolate distinct enantiomers from a racemic
mixture. A signiﬁcant drawback, for either approach, is a depend-
ence on a supply of enantiopure reagents or substrates – synthesis
routes generally utilise chiral building blocks or enantioselective
catalysts [7,8], while enantiomer separation techniques typically
incorporate chiral selector molecules to form chemically distinct
and distinguishable diastereomeric complexes [8,9]. A key require-
ment in aiming to achieve enantiopure products, irrespective of
the synthetic method, is therefore a means to measure, and duly
quantitate the enantiomeric excess – signifying the degree of chi-
rality within molecular products. Chiral discrimination through
optical means is well-known to offer direct, non-contact ways to
distinguish between molecules of different handedness, based on
observations such as the subtle differences in absorption of left-
and right-handed circularly polarised light, or indeed the twisting
of polarisation in optical rotation. Other optical methods, under
more recent development, also show some promise to achieve
enantiomer separation, as will be introduced later.
In the following sections we ﬁrst discuss the various measures of
chirality, both for matter and for optical radiation. We then review
the principles that underlie manifestations of chirality, both in con-
ventional molecular and supramolecular materials, and in newer
forms of metamaterials – some of which can, indeed, display chi-tt. (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2015.02.051
ral discrimination to an extent far exceeding what can be achieved
with molecular substances. Following this, we then exemplify the
optical characterisation of chiral matter by considering the helic-
ity of light that such matter can produce through spontaneous
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mission, and we go on to discuss the new optical methods of
nantiomer separation, before a ﬁnal summary.
. Measures of chirality
To begin, we brieﬂy review a variety of methods aiming to quan-
ify material chirality. Most such efforts, aiming to assist the design
f asymmetric synthesis and chiral catalysis through the quantiﬁ-
ation of chirality, have been proposed by computational chemists
nd physicists, typically employing methods based on chirality
unctions – focusing on the mathematical properties of molecu-
ar geometry and associated symmetry point groups [10,11]. The
bjective of such assessments is typically to predict, and experi-
entally verify by optical measurement, both the value and sign
f a helicity parameter that is uniquely associated with speciﬁc
hiral chromophores. In optical rotation and circular dichroism,
he sign of the predicted value is of particular interest as each is
ecognised as a pseudoscalar measure of chirality, exhibiting iden-
ical absolute value, yet opposite sign for each member of a pair of
nantiomers. Methods of quantitating chirality have also been pro-
osed using the principles of structure-activity-relationship (SAR)
odelling, in which mathematical association is made between
he structure of molecules and their resulting chemical or biologi-
al activity [12,13]. Nonetheless, even for any speciﬁc enantiomer,
t has to be borne in mind that both optical rotation and circular
ichroism exhibit dispersive behaviour, such measures of chirality
arying with the wavelength of light.
As we have seen, for a system comprising just one chemical
omponent to register its possible chirality, without involving sec-
ndary material, generally calls for optical methods. Although these
ffer an advantage of immediacy, the extent of chiroptical discrimi-
ation is seldom large, because the underlying mechanisms engage
ot only the electric ﬁeld E, but also the magnetic ﬁeld B of the
ptical radiation. For later reference, we note that E, B and k (the
ave-vector) of light usually form a mutually orthogonal right-
anded Cartesian vector set. Although both electromagnetic ﬁelds
re related to a vector potential A, through E = −∂A/∂t and B =  × A,
n the UV and visible region most molecules couple strongly only
ith the former, electric ﬁeld. It is therefore worth considering how
he chirality of light itself can be quantiﬁed: building on original
ork by Lipkin [14], this is an issue that has attracted signiﬁcant
nterest in the last few years [15]. The mechanisms for the engage-
ent of optical chirality with matter will be discussed later, in
ection 3.
In a quantum operator formalism, there are two terms that serve
s speciﬁc technical deﬁnitions for the observable chirality of light.
ne is the optical chirality density; the other, known as the optical
elicity, is the scalar product of operators for the vector potential
nd the magnetic ﬁeld, A·B, integrated over all space [16]. Speciﬁ-
ally, both have been shown to depend on a difference between the
umbers of left- and right-handed photons in the beam [17,18].
ndeed, Bliokh and Nori [19] have shown that the maximum and
inimum values of the optical chirality correspond solely to the
eft- and right-handed circular polarisation light, respectively. In
he case of a unidirectional, monochromatic beam, all such meas-
res prove to be proportional to the net spin, ultimately associated
ith the spin-1 character of each photon [20]. This establishes a
igorous connection between optical angular momentum and the
apacity of light to engage with material chirality. Indeed, the pho-
on as an elementary particle (compared to massive particles) has
 special capacity in this respect: its spin projection in the propaga-Please cite this article in press as: D.S. Bradshaw, et al., Chem. Phys. Le
ion direction is relativistically frame-invariant, and therefore it can
epresent an absolute basis for measures of chirality and helicity.
There are still, nonetheless, some unresolved issues con-
ected with formulating suitable corrections for optical angular PRESS
ics Letters xxx (2015) xxx–xxx
momentum as light travels through a dielectric material medium.
This problem owes its origin to the Abraham–Minkowski contro-
versy concerning the linear momentum of light in such a medium
[21–23], from which the Abraham formulation predicts a modiﬁ-
cation to the angular momentum of light on entry into a dielectric,
while Minkowski does not. In this debate, Padgett et al. [24]
supports the Abraham formulation, although they acknowledge
that earlier work favours the Minkowski form, while Pfeifer et al.
[25] claim that both predictions are, in practice, identical.
Despite complications in the theoretical formalism, there are
numerous well-established methods that exploit the differences in
response of left- and right-handed enantiomers as polarised light
interacts with chiral molecules. A host of spectroscopic techniques
including circular dichroism [26,27], optical rotation [28] and cir-
cular polarised luminescence [29] are based upon such disparity,
as illustrated by Figure 1. Complementary techniques have also
been developed based on the observation that chiral molecules can
confer their optical property onto achiral material, giving rise to
induced circular dichroism – the measurement of which proves
particularly useful in the study of protein interaction and bind-
ing [30,31]. Nonetheless, the quantiﬁcation of chirality in optical
ﬁelds cannot be regarded as a direct measure of chirality in the
source. Indeed there is no absolute measure of intrinsic chirality,
for molecules – nor is there any conserved chiral property, in the
totality of the light and matter system, in either photon absorption
or emission.
It has been asserted that, for certain kinds of beam, the measure
of helicity might exceed any value attributable to any conventional
source of circularly polarised light – resulting in claims for the exist-
ence of superchiral light – but recent work has proven that this is
not possible [17,18]. Superchirality has been offered as an explana-
tion for the anomalously large signal sometimes reported in circular
dichroism studies – as, for example, described by Hendry et al. [32]
in their observations of proteins adsorbed onto chiral metamateri-
als. However, this can be explained in terms of the enhanced signal
arising from the well-known surface plasmonic ampliﬁcation effect
in systems fabricated with a metal substrate [33,34]. Other claims
that a standing wave can be generated with ‘superchiral’ nodes [35],
by passing circular polarised light through a chiral ﬁlm onto a mir-
ror (so that the partially reﬂected wave interferes with the incident
wave), have been shown to be consistent with a mismatch between
the electric and magnetic ﬁelds of similarly superpositioned waves
in the near-ﬁeld region of a mirror [36].
3. Chiral metamaterials
Although the main interest of this article is molecular chirality,
chiral effects have been observed in a range of other compositions
such as thin ﬁlm structures [37–39], with proposed applications
including chiral motors [40] and memory effects in chiral domains
[41]. However, it is arguably the development of metamaterials
that has inspired the most recent resurgence of a broader interest
in chirality. Accordingly it is appropriate to brieﬂy consider such
structures, to establish a context for some recent developments.
Metamaterials differ from naturally-occurring materials in that
their composite units – which determine the optical response – are
not atomic or molecular, but are usually sub-wavelength metallic
structures that permit localised plasmonic resonances [42–45]. The
latter engage the electromagnetic ﬁeld with behaviour determined
primarily by the size and shape of the fundamental units [46], and
in such interactions the arrays of plasmonic sub-units behave as att. (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2015.02.051
homogeneous material. A common example is the split-ring res-
onator – a pair of sub-wavelength non-magnetic concentric split
metallic rings – that is often the basis for a medium with negative
refraction [47–51]. Materials with such properties, predicted by
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cigure 1. Interactions between polarised light and a chiral molecule. Diagrams rep
uminescence (CPL). Plane polarised light is indicated by a wavy line. For CPL, eith
mission.
endry [52] and Tretyakov et al. [53], have well-publicised poten-
ial applications including invisibility cloaking, a perfect superlens
54], and nanolevitators based on a repulsive Casimir force [55].
The description of negative index metamaterials as ‘left-handed’
s potentially misleading, and unrelated to its chirality meaning: in
he metamaterial context it signiﬁes that the ﬁeld vectors E, B and k
orm a left-handed conﬁguration [56]. Confusion may  also arise on
sing the term ‘chirality’, since this could apply to multiple facets of
xperiments involving light and metamaterials. In essence, a struc-
ure that is 2D chiral, but which lacks 3D chirality due to its intrinsic
irror symmetry, can acquire the attributes of 3D chirality when a
irectionality is imposed in the third dimension, as for example by
 throughput of circularly polarised light. This could arise due to the
resence of a dielectric substrate in substances such as planar chiral
etamaterials (PCMs) [57]. One recent study has demonstrated the
hiroptical behaviour of a ‘windmill’-based system comprising gold
ayers separated by magnesium ﬂuoride, for example [58]. Gamma-
ions, more widely studied, also exhibit optical activity [59] since
ach circular polarisation state excites different plasmonic modes
n the structure, with distinctive resonances and loss factors. Sim-
larly, achiral nanorods can be assembled on DNA scaffolding in
ays to have collective plasmonic circular dichroic response [60];
xamples of such structures are shown in Figure 2.
In fact, there are additional effects to be considered when beams
f light with a helically structured wavefront are involved. Such
eams, often known as optical vortices, may  convey orbital angular
omentum [61–63], as well as any spin angular momentum related
o circular polarisation – in other words, an angular momentum
omponent that is independent of polarisation states. Generally,
he orbital and spin angular momentum are decoupled in the
bsence of matter. With sub-wavelength metallic structures, how-
ver, it is possible to tune the spin-orbit coupling of transmitted
ight beams [64,65]. Similarly, the construction of nanoantenna
rrays according to molecular point groups allows direct generation
f optical vortices; here, the sub-units must have either chiral sym-
etry or form PCMs [66]. Furthermore, spiral nano-structures, for
xample, can excite surface plasmon ﬁelds endowed with orbital
ngular momentum. Of course, these are evanescent waves, which
ecay exponentially in the direction of the surface normal; thus the
ngular momentum transfer is necessarily along the surface [67].
n the present connection with light endowed with orbital angular
omentum, it is especially interesting that a vortex beam is shown
o induce circular dichroism in non-chiral nanostructures [68].
. Spontaneous emission from chiral moleculesPlease cite this article in press as: D.S. Bradshaw, et al., Chem. Phys. Le
The measurement of optical intensities of left- or right-handed
mission is relatively routine, and chiral materials that exhibit efﬁ-
ient circularly polarised luminescence – a large difference in thet the processes of: (a) circular dichroism; (b) optical rotation; (c) circular polarised
ne- or circularly polarised light can be employed in the optical excitation prior to
two intensities – can provide useful probes of chirality in struc-
tures to which they bind [69,70]. Recent developments of theory,
addressing differential spontaneous emission, focus upon individ-
ual chiral molecules promoted to an electronically excited state,
which then decay by photon emission. It emerges that the various
optical measures that might be used to quantify circularly polarised
emission require particularly careful application.
One such measure assesses polarisation information in terms
of a Stokes vector [71], relating to a formalism in which matrix
polarimetry is commonly deployed to determine information such
as the structure and relative orientation of chromophores [72,73].
The Stokes vector comprises four distinct parameters relating to
wave intensities measured in different polarisation states, and
for the chiral systems presently discussed, the most signiﬁcant
of these is S3 – a measure of the difference in right- and left-
circularly polarised ﬁeld intensity. While S3 represents a seemingly
robust means to interpret chiral discrimination in the far-zone
regime (where the wavelength of propagating light is much less
than the distance between the source and point of detection), its
adoption in the near-zone proves inconsistent with the cylindrical
symmetry of the emitted radiation. Results of identical form are
determined from both classical and quantum based derivations,
their agreement indicating that the non-physical nature of the
near-zone result casts doubt upon the short-range validity of the
Stokes parameter. Alternative measures of optical helicity directly
addressing the coupling between a molecular emitter and detector
show features of the familiar near-zone electric dipole-dipole cou-
pling interaction, consistent with an overall chiral dissymmetry in
the coupled source-detector system.
5. Separation of enantiomers
Beyond the ability to simply quantify molecular chirality – even
to detect speciﬁc enantiomers through microwave spectroscopy
[74,75] – there exists a feasible means by which the interaction
of an optical input with chiral chromophores can distinguish, and
ultimately separate distinct enantiomers from a racemic molecu-
lar mixture [76,77]. Chiral molecular systems commonly exhibit
selection rules that allow transitions to occur in which an excited
state is accessible from the ground state through both electric and
magnetic dipole transition moments. For example, chiral differen-
tiation in circular dichroism relates to a cross-term that contains
the pseudoscalar product of the electric and magnetic transition
dipoles. Similarly, optical rotation is dependent on a tensor that
also comprises a transition electric and magnetic dipole.tt. (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2015.02.051
This type of feature can be exploited to secure, by means of
a recently proposed mechanism, the optical separation of enan-
tiomers – the basis for which is shown in Figure 3. In particular, the
forward – Rayleigh scattering process engages circularly polarised
ARTICLE IN PRESSG ModelCPLETT-32844; No. of Pages 5
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Figure 2. Circularly polarised light impinging on: (a) staggered nanorods: the absorption is strongest when the period of rotation of the nanorods matches the optical
wavelength; (b) an array of metallic gammadions on a surface, manifesting chiral differentiation against light of the opposite handedness.
Figure 3. Energy level diagram depicting forward Rayleigh scattering of light with an arbitrary polarisation, its electric and magnetic ﬁelds indicated by blue and red waves,
respectively. One photon is annihilated and an identical photon is created, through interactions that entail: (a) electric dipole transition moments for absorption and emission
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tvents  – the most physically important mechanism but a non-contributor to chiral
ice  versa. The latter two  cases, which arise only for non-centrosymmetric molecu
eading non-zero contributions in chiral discrimination studies.
ight, introducing physics that is connected to the optical trapp-
ng of chiral molecules. Semiclassically, this might be described
s a manifestation of a dynamic (ac) Stark effect: the optical trap
roduces an energy lowering of the molecule due to the presence of
he irradiating electromagnetic beam. In detail, it has been shown
hat circularly polarised light of a speciﬁed helicity will produce
 different potential energy, and hence a different optical force,
hen interacting with a left-handed compared to a right-handed
nantiomer. This chiral discrimination provides a physical basis for
he optical separation of enantiomers, in which one enantiomer
s driven more than the other towards a local intensity maximum
or minimum) of the irradiating beam and, thus, produces a differ-
nce in the time-averaged concentrations of the two enantiomers.
uch a differential force is small (with estimates in the 10−16 NPlease cite this article in press as: D.S. Bradshaw, et al., Chem. Phys. Le
ange for an input laser beam intensity of 5 × 1011 W cm−2) but
xperimentally attainable. A potential physical system is given
y Figure 4.
igure 4. Diagram depicting the relative positions, within a circularly polarised
rapping beam of Gaussian proﬁle, of two typical enantiomers (L)-hexahelicene
yellow) and (R)-hexahelicene (green). Left-handed molecules have a greater ten-
ency, compared to the right-handed ones, to be positioned towards the centre of
he Gaussian beam, as denoted by the chiral force F; blue wavy line denotes the
hroughput beam.mination; (b) a magnetic dipole for absorption and electric dipole for emission; (c)
spite being lower-order and implying a much weaker interaction than (a), are the
Several other groups have tackled alternative methods of
harnessing chiral forces to achieve enantiomer separation. For
example, at the micron scale, an optoﬂuidic experiment to separate
chiral materials has been reported by Tkachenko and Brasselet [78],
although related nanoscale studies have yet to be realised. The-
ory on molecular-level chiral separation is increasingly expansive,
and includes notable descriptions by Jia and Wei  [79], Canaguier-
Durand et al. [80,81] and Cameron et al. [82,83].
6. Discussion
The extent of interplay between the ﬁelds of material and optical
chirality is now expanding, and at an accelerating pace, well beyond
the most familiarly associated spheres such as optical rotation. Part
of the drive for many of the recent advances can be attributed to
developments in metamaterials; advances in theory and in opti-
cal technology are also both contributors to the progress. Taking
an overview of high level theoretical and technical advances, it
is clear that that much of the current work promises foundations
for entirely new realms of application, based on the fundamental
property of chirality.
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